Spiritual Cleansing & Protection/ Updated Triple Grid Activation

∗ Ground and Connect thru Eternal Living Organic (ELO) divine sovereign heart of mother earth, central
sun, galaxy, universe, divine sovereignty & Infinite Creator/Eternal Sacred Source of all life & creation

∗ 12D shield & Activate ELO Divine Sovereign Light Body (repeat I am illuminating from within 3x’s)
∗ Realign atoms, cells, DNA, RNA & EGO back to their ELO original divine sovereign blueprints.
∗ Repeat I AM DIVINE, I AM SOVEREIGN, I AM FREE, I AM LOVE (3x’s)
∗ I call in my ELO Divine Sovereign self & team and those in my highest divine potential who are in
alignment with my soul purpose, Divine Sovereignty, Divine Perfection, and highest good & better

∗ While standing in my Divine Sovereignty, my intention is to triple grid and transmute, transform, and

transfigure all that is out of alignment with my Divine sovereignty, divine perfection, Soul purpose, and
highest good. I call forth the eternal organic living Divine Sovereign flames and energies of
transmutation, transformation, and transfiguration. I triple grid and protect my heart and soul; my
subatomic and atomic spaces, my intercellular and cellular structures, body organs/systems, my
physical, inner child, emotional, mental, personality, ego, personality and my spiritual bodies including
my aura, light body, astral & etheric bodies, my subtle & casual bodies & all of my outer spiritual bodies.

∗ I triple grid and protect myself, any significant others, my apartment/ house; my car; my town and 1-3-69-12+ miles out. I also clear, cleanse, and remove any distortions out of alignment with my ELO divine
templates, blueprints, soul matrix of my Divine self through all axiatonal points, star gates, genetic and
ancestral linage, and false time lines or memories.

∗ I Triple Grid, Transmute, Transform and Transfigure all mis-Creations, manipulations, disharmonic’s

(Haarp, Scalar, microwave frequencies or manipulations), distortions, False or inorganic programs,
frozen or artificial light, parasites, implants, negative ET agendas (including any technology or
manipulations), Reverse or high jacked programming, anything inorganic, any devices of control, any
contracts out of alignment with my highest good and divine sovereignty, toxins, transient energies or
agendas, manmade manipulations, Illusions, psychic attacks, energy sucking devices, negative or false
ego, fear, anxiety, worry, tension, stress, anger, guilt, judgment of self or others, jealousy, disbelief, self
hatred, low self worth, greed, self imposed limitations, energy blocks, false beliefs or programming,
personal mis-creations, and anything else that is out of alignment with my highest good, divine
sovereignty, Divine Perfection and soul purpose that I haven’t mentioned which needs to be triple
gridded, transmuted, or transfigured into ELO Divine Love and Living Light at this time.

∗ In my divine sovereignty, I back fill all of the above with the eternal living organic divine sovereign love,

light, life and life force energies, ELO divine blue prints, ELO diamond light energies and ELO divine
harmonics to realign all that I am into my divine perfection, highest potentials, and true soul purpose.
Use these eternal organic living divine sovereign energies to bring balance, peace, love, harmony, joy,
gratitude, compassion, abundance and the eternal organic living creational encodements back to me in
alignment with my original ELO divine blueprints, highest good and divine perfection. Also send these
energies to Mother Earth, the Elementals, Nature, Humanity, and all Life in alignment with their highest
good, the highest good of all, divine perfection and divine sovereignty.

∗ Triple grid and flames/energies of transmutation, transformation, and transfiguration spin out!
∗ When my Divine Sovereignty feels the energies change and slow down, then Reverse Triple Grid Spin
and allow the energies to run. When you feel the energies slow down again, have the triple grids slow
down with ease and grace, coming to a complete stop.

∗ Anchor, lock, and seal these triple grids according to my ELO divine sovereignty, my divine perfection
and purpose. So be it…and so it is…

∗ I Am ALL That I Am….and so it is! Thank you, thank you, thank you.
Choose Love ~♥~ Live Consciously
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